Finding Differences - Multiple Subtrahends

Name:

Use subtraction to solve each problem.

Answers

1) Luke had 1,163 tickets he had won at the arcade. If he spent 423 tickets on
candy and another 548 tickets on 'Crazy Goo', how many tickets did he have
left?

1.

2.

2) An apple orchard was split into three sections with 495 trees total. If the first
section had 232 trees and the second section had 102 trees, how many trees
were in the third section?

3.

4.

3) The combined weight of three gorillas was 1,966 pounds. If gorilla A
weighed 607 pounds and gorilla B weighed 672 pounds, how much did
gorilla C weigh?

5.

6.

4) In a math book, there were 1,244 problems in the first three chapters. If
chapter one has 654 problems and chapter two has 336 problems, how many
problems are there in chapter three?

7.

8.

5) A video rental machine had 1,781 movies total. If there were 604 movies
rented on Friday and 434 rented on Saturday, how many movies would be
left in the machine?

9.

10.

6) A store sold mushroom, chicken and tomato soup. If they had 1,795 cans
total, with 451 cans of mushroom soup and 528 cans of tomato soup, how
many cans of chicken soup did they have?

7) A magazine had 1,429 subscribers. If they lost 581 subscribers in January
and 630 more in February, how many subscribers did they have left?

8) In a trivia game there are 1,259 points that can be earned. If Team A scored
307 points and Team B scored 108 points, how many points did Team C
score?

9) On her mp3 player, Paige had 2,603 songs. If she deleted 887 songs on
Monday and another 874 on Tuesday, how many songs would she have left?

10) Together three friends collected 1,650 cans for recycling. If the first friend
picked up 636 cans and the third friend picked up 589 cans, how many cans
did the second friend pick up?
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Answer Key

Use subtraction to solve each problem.

Answers

1) Luke had 1,163 tickets he had won at the arcade. If he spent 423 tickets on
candy and another 548 tickets on 'Crazy Goo', how many tickets did he have
left?

1.

192

2.

161

3.

687

4.

254

5.

743

6.

816

7.

218

8.

844

9.

842

10.

425

2) An apple orchard was split into three sections with 495 trees total. If the first
section had 232 trees and the second section had 102 trees, how many trees
were in the third section?

3) The combined weight of three gorillas was 1,966 pounds. If gorilla A
weighed 607 pounds and gorilla B weighed 672 pounds, how much did
gorilla C weigh?

4) In a math book, there were 1,244 problems in the first three chapters. If
chapter one has 654 problems and chapter two has 336 problems, how many
problems are there in chapter three?

5) A video rental machine had 1,781 movies total. If there were 604 movies
rented on Friday and 434 rented on Saturday, how many movies would be
left in the machine?

6) A store sold mushroom, chicken and tomato soup. If they had 1,795 cans
total, with 451 cans of mushroom soup and 528 cans of tomato soup, how
many cans of chicken soup did they have?

7) A magazine had 1,429 subscribers. If they lost 581 subscribers in January
and 630 more in February, how many subscribers did they have left?

8) In a trivia game there are 1,259 points that can be earned. If Team A scored
307 points and Team B scored 108 points, how many points did Team C
score?

9) On her mp3 player, Paige had 2,603 songs. If she deleted 887 songs on
Monday and another 874 on Tuesday, how many songs would she have left?

10) Together three friends collected 1,650 cans for recycling. If the first friend
picked up 636 cans and the third friend picked up 589 cans, how many cans
did the second friend pick up?
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Name:

Use subtraction to solve each problem.

192

Answers

218

816

842
1.

425

254

161

743

687

844
2.

1) Luke had 1,163 tickets he had won at the arcade. If he spent 423 tickets on candy

3.

and another 548 tickets on 'Crazy Goo', how many tickets did he have left?
4.

2) An apple orchard was split into three sections with 495 trees total. If the first
section had 232 trees and the second section had 102 trees, how many trees were in
the third section?

3) The combined weight of three gorillas was 1,966 pounds. If gorilla A weighed 607
pounds and gorilla B weighed 672 pounds, how much did gorilla C weigh?

5.

6.

7.

8.

4) In a math book, there were 1,244 problems in the first three chapters. If chapter
one has 654 problems and chapter two has 336 problems, how many problems are
there in chapter three?

5) A video rental machine had 1,781 movies total. If there were 604 movies rented on

9.

10.

Friday and 434 rented on Saturday, how many movies would be left in the machine?

6) A store sold mushroom, chicken and tomato soup. If they had 1,795 cans total,
with 451 cans of mushroom soup and 528 cans of tomato soup, how many cans of
chicken soup did they have?

7) A magazine had 1,429 subscribers. If they lost 581 subscribers in January and 630
more in February, how many subscribers did they have left?

8) In a trivia game there are 1,259 points that can be earned. If Team A scored 307
points and Team B scored 108 points, how many points did Team C score?

9) On her mp3 player, Paige had 2,603 songs. If she deleted 887 songs on Monday
and another 874 on Tuesday, how many songs would she have left?

10) Together three friends collected 1,650 cans for recycling. If the first friend picked
up 636 cans and the third friend picked up 589 cans, how many cans did the
second friend pick up?
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